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Strong dipole-dipole interactions between atoms in high-lying Rydberg states can suppress mul-

tiple Rydberg excitations within a micron-sized trapping volume and yield sizable Rydberg level

shifts at larger distances. Ensembles of atoms in optical microtraps can then form Rydberg su-

peratoms with collectively enhanced transition rates to the singly excited state. The superatoms

can represent mesoscopic, strongly-interacting spins (Fig. 1(a)).

We study a regular array of such effective spins driven by a laser field tuned to compen-

sate the interaction-induced level shifts between neighboring superatoms. During the initial

transient, a few excited superatoms seed a cascade of resonantly facilitated excitation of large

clusters of superatoms. Due to spontaneous decay, the system then relaxes to the steady state

having nearly universal Rydberg excitation density ρR = 2/3. This state is characterized by

highly-nontrivial equilibrium dynamics of quasi-particles – excitation holes in the lattice of

Rydberg excited superatoms.
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Figure 1. (a) A chain of effective spins is formed by Rydberg superatoms driven by a laser

with Rabi frequency Ω and detuning ∆ which facilitates excitation at distance rfac = a. (b) In

the steady state, the typical two-particle correlation function g(2)(d) for the Rydberg

excitation holes (blue circles) corresponds to a liquid of hard rods of length 2a.

We derive an effective many-body model that accounts for hole mobility as well as continuous

creation and annihilation of holes upon collisions with each other. Varying the parameters of

the effective model, we find a cross-over from crystalline order of holes with period of three

lattice sites to a nearly incompressible liquid of holes with density-density correlations peaked

at the distance of two lattice periods (Fig. 1(b)). In both cases, the density of holes is ρh ' 1/3

(consistent with ρR = 2/3) with highly suppressed number fluctuations.
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